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3 ways to start investing in real estate with only $8,000 Brandon Turner (en) October 14, 2020 So you have $8,000 to invest in real estate, you have a good loan. How should you use these eight thousand to invest? Well, first, let's do some basic math. If you have to put down, let's call it 2... As a millionaire through rental real estate
Brandon Turner on October 9, 2020 I want to share with you a very simple explanation of how a person can go from almost anything to becoming a millionaire by owning a rental property. Let's first get some clarification on how this is... (Almost) No effort as I found my latest multi-family deal Chiagozie Favole (en) October 12, 2020
Sometimes the simplest things give you the best results. Three years ago, when we moved to Syracuse, I noticed an apartment complex at a major intersection on my way home from work. It seemed to ,... Upcoming Webinar How to Buy Your First, Second or Third Rental Property! Host: Brandon Turner Attending a Webinar Can't Do
This Time? Sign up anyway and we'll send you a record! Solid Money Full Deal Published in Running 0 Answers Calculation, Living in a Multifamily Posted by General Landlord and Rent Properties 0 Answers Winning Rent or Buy Another? Published in General Real Estate Investing 0 Answers Multifamily Newcomer Looking for Tips
Posted in Multi-Family and Apartment Investing Forums 1 Response Modular with sagging ceiling housed in Do It Yourself 0 Answers Rental Property Bundle by Heather Turner and Brandon Turner In this package of two books, learn how to invest in rental properties and how to manage these rentals stress-free with Brandon Turner's
real-world tips! Order now 3 ways to start investing in real estate with only $8,000 Brandon Turner (en) October 14, 2020 So you have $8,000 to invest in real estate, you have a good loan. How should you use these eight thousand to invest? Well, first, let's do some basic math. If you have to put down, let's call it 2... 3 Tips for developing
the Perfect Statement of Thesis Learning how to write a research work is a core skill for any student. This is why creating the perfect statement thesis is crucial. It will indicate your intention from the beginning, introduce the reader from your point of view, and give you a basic statement to support the entire newspaper. The following three
tips will help you understand how to write a dissertation statement that will stand out and make readers pay attention. As long as you keep these three things in mind, you will build a strong thesis that you can work with while writing your work. 1. Rest assured to balance overly general and hyper-specific when it comes to writing scientific
papers, it can be easy to write a dissertation statement that is either too general or too specific. A good thesis adheres to the facts and positions to be outlined in the document; it ensures that readers are readers good idea of what to expect in the actual body piece. One great way to think about it is to think about what you would like the
end result of your work to be and write a dissertation statement from that perspective. If you are writing an article based on a persuasive point of view, think about the main point in your thesis. This will let your readers know what they are in for while reading your paper. 2. Writing for clarity Writing for clarity can be one of the hardest things
for students, especially in a dissertation statement. But it is important that the thesis statement is clear, because this is what your readers are going to assume that the document is about. A clear thesis statement would take the subject of the document and reduce it to a compelling essay from one clear point of view. Also, one sentence is
long, so it is important that you revise your thesis statement until it clearly sums up the paper. The shorter the statement, the better it will be read. If you go to school for a computer science degree and your papers are technical, avoid using industry jargon in your dissertation statement. Also, stay away from vague and abstract words;
these words can make it seem as though your work has no research to support your thesis, even if you have done a lot of work to support your statement. 3. Take a clear stand on your thesis topic doing two things: it announces the question that your article is based on, and also takes time to introduce the reader to your position on the
subject. In one sentence, your readers will understand the subject at hand and how you perceive, either through research or your personal experience. Wasting no time to explain your position, your thesis will be incomplete. One way to make sure your position is clear is to read your thesis statement out loud. If there is a clear position,
your dissertation statement will be read as a compelling statement. If this does not happen, it is likely to sound like a statement based on research or position on an obscure topic. Another way to think about your thesis statement is to decide what position you will take on the subject. Are you for or against this question? Do you have a
specific point of view that could enlighten the document? Think about these issues for a moment and then write a thesis statement that adds your own perspective to it and then revise until you have a brief statement that sets out your position in clear and simple terms. A fascinating trend consumes Silicon Valley and begins to correl in the
rest of the world: a radical simplification of everything. Want to identify the next great technology or business opportunity? Just look for any market on there is no minimally complex solution to a big enough problem. Take, for example, a book publishing. Or Or Or Hosting. Jeff Bezos put these and other industries on notice in his annual
shareholder letter, which included a self-service rallying cry against gatekeepers who perpetuate complexity and block innovation. After all, what could be easier than providing servers in seconds just using a credit card and API? But this appeal goes beyond Amazon's empire for all ecosystems and products. Any market where
unnecessary intermediaries stand between customers and their successful use of the solution is about to be disrupted. Any service that places a burden on end users to link multiple applications to get a final work solution must take its days dead. Any product with an interface that slows people down is ripe for extinction. And any category
where a disproportionate number of customers subsidize the inefficiency of their supplier is on the verge of revolution. Ultimately, any market that doesn't have a leader in simplicity will soon be. And if your company doesn't play that role, the other one will lead the charge. If you're not the easiest solution, you target one. In the 90s and
2000s, an early wave of internet services focused on simplicity through disintermediation: Amazon for shopping, eBay for sale, Google for search. But these nascent players were limited in their approach. Of course, self-service Internet services inevitably required some level of simplicity, but things were just so damn new that the
experience didn't meaningfully help companies differentiate. At least at first glance. But then companies like Yahoo and Microsoft turned into a monster, producing bloated technology empires. If you are making a customer do any extra amount of work, no matter what industry you call home, you are now a target for disruption. It's different
today. Website placement is no longer new. A clumsy consumer device simply won't be accepted when there are alternatives from Apple. And as more and more hard work to build infrastructure, manage computing, install and monetize applications is abstracted from what is necessarily part of the startup company today, differentiation will
come from solutions that create the best (read: easiest) experience. It should be a red flag for any product or solution, whether digital or analog, which is not minimally complex. If you are making a customer do any extra amount of work, no matter what industry you call home, you are now a target for disruption. Because of the scale of the
Internet and the speed of change in the world, the Innovator's Dilemma has mutated over the years into a pernicious, methodically destructive force, leaving any company that even the slightest bit more cumbersome, costly or to be knocked out by a new, more streamlined competitor. At Box our corporate customers are going through this
revolution revolution In all organizations, CIO directors are generally not aesthetic groups, increasingly obsessed with the introduction of the simplest technologies in their organizations. For years, corporate solutions purchased for their feature checklists were later forgotten about post-deployment, insufficient, or frankly unbearable for end
users. With tens of billions of dollars spent each year on infrastructure management, security, business analytics or analytics, it's no surprise that there is a crop of simpler players such as OpsCode, Okta, Domo and GoodData, respectively. And they will inherently have a huge advantage over any of their more complex predecessors. But
while corporate software is in dire need of a revolution, it is only a small part of what will be disrupted by radical simplification. The billion-dollar acquisition of Instagram and the rise to 40 million users can be mostly explained by the creation of the cleanest, most elegant and easy way to share photos on mobile devices. He could do this by
focusing solely on nailing a brilliant experience on one platform, while using the scale and distribution offered by iPhones. SolveBio, a startup focused on bio-scientists, is building a trivially simple solution that promotes DNA and medical research enabled by Amazon's endless computing resources. Spotify, arguably the fastest growing
music service today, has reduced the friction of getting to unlimited music from any device to nothing. By retreating and questioning every assumption in the field of music and software licensing, Spotify has created an unprecedented product and experience. It's all about reducing choice and unnecessary steps, narrowing the clutter, and
adding a touch of class to boot. These are all examples of solutions that have so far reached the lowest possible level of difficulty for the maximum value. And that's what makes them so disruptive to traditional players. But there are almost endless areas to attack. Moreover, the problems are becoming more complex and more analog in
nature (coordinating loan applications, applying for colleges, working with health care providers, processing wages) huge opportunities await the startup ecosystem. So what do you do about it? Whether you're an employee or a startup, how do you build simple solutions to complex problems? By abstracting as much of the work that
actually goes on from what the consumer is essentially, and maniacally slashing any process or barrier that prevents consumers from getting the best possible experience. It's all about reducing choice and unnecessary steps, narrowing the clutter, and adding a touch of class to boot. Now, that's no excuse for to achieve less. The irony of
simplicity is that it invariably allows you to do more. Simplicity is not about giving up any value-it movement movement designing technologies or products thoughtfully to make them significantly more useful and achievable. Some of the simplest solutions on the market are equally the most advanced-square knocks out any other form of
retail payment services; Nest offers the most compelling and powerful thermostat ever invented. Here are just a few ways to get started in achieving minimal difficulty: Think from start to finish.  Simplicity relates to all customer experience, from how you handle pricing to customer support. Say no.  Kill features and services that don't get
used to, and optimize those that do.  Focus on your core competency, and outsourcing the rest-simplicity comes more reliably when you have less on your plate. Focus on the details.  It's just hard because it's so easy to compromise; Hire the best designers you can find, and always reduce clicks, messages, hints and alerts. Audit all the
time.  Constantly ask yourself, can it be made easier? Often if you audit technologies and applications. The next thing you need to understand is that simplicity is a relative, moving goal. The accelerating speed of innovation ensures that you will never be the easiest solution for a long time. Any delay in being ahead of the curve can give
way to a new destroyer that brings new efficiency or creates new elegance due to favorable technologies or social change. Original simplifies categories like PayPal and Intuit have fallen victim to more nimble and destructive competitors who have taken advantage of their current complexity and weakness.Companies that will win in the
long run are those that can continue to simplify the experience while solving harder and harder problems. Of course, it's new and powerful that Square can accept payments for a 10-person retail store, but when they start doing it for Gap, the game has changed radically. Amazon succeeds by continuing to charge in all areas of the
delivery infrastructure by consistently launching new tools and platforms that would otherwise cost developers a hand and server closet, all with the same emphasis on abstraction and simplification. When technology was inherently and inevitably complex, it was forgivable that the solutions were not elegant and simple. At one time it was
clear that the search and visit of a new doctor can take weeks, or the search for corporate information was not successful. But with a plethora of elegant and simple solutions coming to market, users are learning to expect much more from their products. Simplicity has become a virus that will either destroy you or catapult you to the front of
the market. Market. property rights thesis pdf. intellectual property rights thesis. intellectual property rights-phd thesis. thesis topics on intellectual property rights
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